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Supporting Material 

Extended Materials and Methods 
We provide additional details on our materials and methods organized into subsections (in italics). These 
subsections are placed under the subheading that corresponds to the relevant section in the main text 
materials and methods (in bold). We note that not all main text sections have an extended materials and 
methods subsection here. 

Genotype construction and barcoding 
DNA fragment preparation for barcoding 
We digested the mutated plasmids with Nsil and NcoI at 37°C for 1 h and the restriction enzymes were heat 
inactivated at 65°C for 20 min. We isolated the digested vector backbone using a gel extraction kit and 
purified the DNA. We next prepared the double-stranded barcoded fragments to be inserted by ligation 
using two oligonucleotides: (1) an oligonucleotide with 18bp random barcode sequences nested between 
the Nsil and NcoI cut sites to be used in directional cloning, and (2) a shorter priming oligonucleotide 
containing homology to the barcode oligonucleotide. These two oligonucleotides are listed in SI Table 4. 
To construct the double-stranded barcode fragment, we mixed 1 μL of each oligonucleotide with 5 μL of 
CutSmart Buffer and 47.5 μL of ddH2O and annealed these oligonucleotides together by incubating at 98°C 
for 3 min followed by a ramping down to 25°C at -0.1°C/s. After annealing, we added 1 μL of Klenow 
polymerase (exonuclease negative) and 1.65 μL of 1mM dNTPs to make the barcode fragment double 
stranded by incubating at 25°C for 15 min, 75°C for 20 min, and then a ramping down to 37°C at -0.1°C/s. 
We digested the double-stranded fragment using the same enzymes and protocol for digesting the vector 
backbone described above. The digested barcoded fragment was then purified. The digested vector and 
barcoded fragment were ligated at 21°C for 30 min, the enzymes were heat inactivated at 65°C for 10 min 
and the circular products were transformed into E. coli. 

Library amplification and sequencing. 
Amplicon PCR  
The barcode region was amplified using the primers homologous to the plasmid backbone (SI Table 7) with 
the following conditions: 95°C for 3 min, five cycles of 98°C for 15 s, 65°C for 15 s, 72°C for 30 s, and 72°C 
for 1 min. Amplicons were then purified with AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) at 1:1 ratio. 

Multiplexing PCR 
Each sample’s purified PCR product was amplified with a unique pair of forward and reverse indexing 
primers plus SyberGreen with the following PCR conditions on a miniOpticon (Bio-Rad): starting with 95°C 
for 3 min, fifteen cycles of 98°C for 20 s, 60°C for 15 s, 72°C for 30 s, and finishing with 72°C for 2 min. 
Using the relative fluorescence units, the amplicons were mixed, gel extracted, quantified by Qubit 
fluorometry, and sequenced on the Illumina NextSeq500 platform by the Microbial Genome Sequencing 
Center using custom sequencing primers. 

Library sequence analysis, genotype growth, and genotype resistance. 

Lower asymptote parameter in dose-response curves 
Given that there was a slight lift of the lower asymptote (i.e., a non-zero value), we took the lower 

asymptote parameter average for each species using approximately half of the genotypes with the lowest 
resistance (n = 17). For each barcode, we then used its species-specific average as a lower asymptote 
parameter and determined the three additional parameters (upper asymptote, steepness, and inflection 
point) giving the best fit log logistic dose-response curve (where the resistance level was the inflection point 
parameter). If the lower asymptote was zero, then our resistance level would be an IC50 value. 
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Assigning effects of mutations 
To determine the effect of a mutational step, we leveraged our experimental design where two barcodes 
are associated with each genotype which served as internal replicates in the competition. Therefore, if the 
resistance estimates (from both barcodes) for the single mutant neighbor were both higher than the focal 
genotype’s estimates (from both of its barcodes), the mutational step was beneficial. If the estimates for the 
single mutant neighbor were both lower than the focal genotype’s estimates, the mutational step was 
deleterious. If the estimates for the single mutant neighbor overlapped with the focal genotype, the 
mutational step was neutral. 

Evolutionary Simulations 
Mutation and selection 

We modeled the evolutionary trajectory of a gene as a sequence of single genotype states, where 
an update reflecting the action of both mutation and selection was performed at each time step (i.e., an 
adaptive walk). Specifically, we consider a finite population of descendant individuals to be generated from 
the ancestral genotype with random mutation. Thus, the members of the descendant population will include 
the ancestral genotype (resulting from a lack of mutation) and a subset of genotypes that differ from the 
ancestral genotype by a single mutation (each resulting from a mutational event). From this random set of 
mutants, the most resistant genotype is picked. If the most resistant mutant from this subset is more 
resistant than the ancestral genotype, then the population fixes on this mutant genotype (making it the new 
ancestral genotype for the next time step). 

Technically, we compute the probability of each genotype ! (ancestral and neighboring mutant 
genotypes) having the highest resistance among a set of descendants given that genotype " is the current 
ancestor, and we draw the population’s next genotype state from this distribution. This set of probabilities 
depend on mutation rate, population size, and the resistance levels of the ancestor and mutant neighbors 
(see Supplementary section 4 for details on calculating the probabilities). We note that at some time steps 
the most resistant genotype may have been the ancestral genotype if no mutants were generated (which 
becomes more likely at low mutation rates) or if no generated mutant was more resistant than the ancestor 
(which becomes more likely when fewer mutational neighbors improve resistance). We also note that there 
is non-zero probability that any mutant genotype with greater resistance than the ancestral genotype can 
fix (even if other mutants have higher resistance). Generally, however, mutant neighbors with the highest 
resistance will have the highest probability of fixing. This stochastic process has connections to previously 
discussed adaptive walks as parameters attain extreme values. At extremely low mutation rates, our 
adaptive walk becomes a “random adaptive walk” (in which a neighbor with higher fitness than its ancestor 
is chosen at random), while at extremely high mutation rates, it becomes a “greedy adaptive walk” (in which 
the neighbor with highest fitness is selected, if greater than the ancestor) (Grewal et al. 2018). 

Horizontal gene transfer events 
Each evolutionary simulation comprised periods of host-specific evolution, in which the focal gene 

evolved for a specified number of time steps inside a single host species (SI Table 10). An HGT event was 
defined as a switch in the host of the evolving gene, which occurred at specified time steps (SI Table 10). 
Therefore, a simulation for a gene evolving in different hosts over time consisted of distinct periods of single-
species evolution linked together by HGT events. If there was sign G´H or magnitude G´H, in which the 
rank ordering (based on resistance) of the mutational neighbors changed, the evolutionary trajectory of a 
gene could be affected by HGT. Thus, sign or magnitude G´H could enable HGT to impact the path and 
endpoint of adaptive evolution. 

Empirical landscape simulation specifics 
The empirically determined host-specific landscapes provided the information about the beneficial 

mutants available for each focal genotype (number and ranking). Since each genotype for the blaTEM gene 
had multiple (replicate) estimates for its level of resistance (SI Table 9), at each time step, the resistance 
for each genotype was sampled randomly from the set of estimates. Therefore, for each time step of the 
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simulation, the host landscape could potentially shift; however, these shifts were small given that the 
variance across the resistance estimates in our assay were generally very low. 

Parameter settings 
Each simulation examined a parameter in isolation by manipulating the relevant parameter 

(mutation rate, cumulative time, and number of simulation replicates). For the “baseline” simulations, we 
used a “baseline” set of parameters (mutation rate of 5 x 10-5, populations size was 1000, and the number 
of replicate simulations was 1000). For treatments with HGT, the middle period was always one third of the 
cumulative time. 

Artificial landscape analysis 
Permutation test for the relationship between misalignment and crowdsourcing 

For each misalignment score bin value, #, there is a proportion of landscape pairs, $, for which 
evolutionary simulations indicate a crowdsourcing pattern. For ease of discussion, imagine ordering the bin 
values as follows: 1, 2, 3, …*. Thus, we can arrange the misalignment scores as a vector + =
(#!, #", ##, …	#$) and the crowdsourcing proportions as a vector 0 = ($!, $", $#, …	$$). In our observed
data, the value of #% is paired with the value of $%. We define 1&,( as the slope of the best-fit line for the
data. 

Our null hypothesis is that the proportion of crowdsourcing outcomes does not change with 
misalignment (i.e., that the slope of the relationship between # and $ is zero). In such a case, our 1&,( 
value should not be too extreme compared to surrogate best-fit slopes 1&,(! where the vector 0) = 
($*" , $*# , $*$ , …	$*%) is a random permutation of 0, i.e., where the index vector 2 = (3!, 3", 3#, …	3$) is a 
random permutation of the vector (1,2,3, … 	*). For each analysis, we generate 100,000 0) vectors and we
define the fraction of surrogate 1&,(! slopes that are strictly less than 1&,( to be P. This yields our P-value
for a one-sided permutation test (i.e., where the alternative to our null hypothesis is that the slope of the 
relationship between # and $ is negative). 
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122 Supplemental Figures

SI Figure 1: The approximate growth rates across the antibiotic gradient (a) yields a dose response 
curve by fitting a log-logistic (b). Three genotypes (E104K, G238S, and g4205a+M182T+G238S) are 
highlighted (pink, green and blue, respectively) from the S. enterica host. In part a, the three barcodes from 
each genotype are shown including the deviant barcode (dashed line). In part b, the level of resistance is 
given by the inflection point of the best-fit curve (dashed vertical line). The deviant barcode is removed. 
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SI Figure 2: The effect of mutation rates on the evolutionary trends of the blaTEM gene. The graphical 
representation is the same as Figure 4d,h,l. The mutation rate increases from left to right (1 x 10-6, 5 x 10-

6, 1 x 10-5, 5 x 10-5, 1 x 10-4, and 5 x 10-4). The gray triplicate in each part indicates the baseline simulation 
given in Figure 4. 
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SI Figure 3: The effect of cumulative time on the evolutionary trends of the blaTEM gene. The graphical132 
representation is the same as  Figure 4d,h,l. The cumulative time increases from left to right (30, 45, 60,133 
75, and 90). The gray triplicate in each part indicates the baseline simulation given in Figure 4.134 
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SI Figure 4: The effect of simulation replicates on the evolutionary trends of the blaTEM gene. The 
graphical representation is the same as  Figure 4d,h,l. The number of replicates increases from left to right 
(100, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10000). The gray triplicate in each part indicates the baseline simulation given 
in Figure 4. 
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SI Figure 5: The pooled competition approach and a classic MIC assay produce highly correlated 
resistance measurements. Each genotype’s resistance measure from the pooled competition approach 
is compared to the same genotype’s resistance measure from a classic MIC assay. This comparison is 
done for each species: E. coli (red), K. pneumoniae (blue), and S. enterica (yellow). The correlation 
calculated using the Pearson correlation coefficient method was statistically significant for each species. 
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Supplementary Text Sections 

Supplementary section 1: Interaction terminology 

Here we discuss some terminology surrounding interaction effects and how this topic relates to our adaptive 
landscape framework. Most generally, we will be focusing on how the effect of a certain focal mutation on 
some response variable (e.g., drug resistance or competitive fitness) may change as some contextual 
variable changes. We take a broad view on the form of this contextual variable—it could be the state of 
other genetic loci in our focal organism, the genomic state of a host possessing our focal genetic element, 
the genotype of an organism that ecologically interacts with our focal organism, or even the state of the 
abiotic environment in which the focal organism finds itself. The classic example of “genetic epistasis” would 
be a case where the contextual variable is the allelic state at a genetic locus differing from our focal genetic 
locus (i.e., where the effect of the mutation at the focal locus depends on the allele at the second locus). 
However, we could imagine other forms of contextuality, which we will discuss below. First however, we 
will develop some terminology in which we can embed our discussion. These terms will also help us 
highlight some issues in special forms of interaction (e.g., sign epistasis). 

Basic Terminology: For simplicity, let us imagine two factors that impact a phenotype of an organism, 
which we label 4 and 5. Note, the labels of our factors will generally be bolded, but the values of our factors 
will be unbolded and italicized. Here we consider that each factor has two values (6 and 7 for factor 4, and 
8 and 9 for factor 5). We assume that factor 4 gives the allelic state at some focal locus, such that 6 and 
7 are alleles connected by mutation (and we will alternatively refer to 4 as a factor or a locus). However, 
factor 5 could be any number of things (allelic state of another locus, environmental state, etc.), although it 
may be easiest to start by thinking of it as a second locus. We can thus specify the values of all phenotypes 
(the response variable) that result from various combinations of our factors (the input variables); specifically, 
we have :+,, :-,, :+., and :-.. We will define the phenotypic effect of a mutation from 6 → 7 when factor
5 has value 8 as 

Δ(+→-)|,(!) = :-, − :+, 

If the : values were fitness, this would be a (complicated) way of writing the selective coefficient of the
mutation	6 → 7	given the value of 8 for the factor 5. Here, Δ is a difference in phenotypic values. The
superscript on Δ denotes that this is a “first-order” difference (to be distinguished from second- and higher-
order differences later). The subscript gives information on what change in the focal input variable is being 
considered (genotypes at our 4 locus) and the value of the contextual input variable. That is, “(6 → 7)|8”
can be read as the change 6 → 7 in factor 4 given a value of 8 in factor 5. Thus, if factor 5 is set to 9, the 
equivalent difference 	is 

Δ(+→-)|.(!) = :-. − :+. 

We can now discuss a second-order difference; specifically, a difference of differences: 

Δ(+→-)|(,→.)(") = Δ(+→-)|.(!) − Δ(+→-)|,
(!) = (:-. − :+.) − (:-, − :+,)

This difference Δ(+→-)|(,→.)(")  quantifies how the phenotypic effect of the 6 → 7 mutation at locus 4 changes 
as factor 5 changes from 8 to 9. This is a measure of an interaction effect (e.g., for G´G interactions, this
is closely related to the second-order Walsh coefficient for a two-locus system; (Weinreich et al. 2013)). 
Indeed, when 

Δ(+→-)|(,→.)(") = 0	, 
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we must have 

Δ(+→-)|.
(!) = Δ(+→-)|,

(!) 	, 

which would mean that the effect of the 6 → 7 mutation would be independent of context (i.e., the value of 
factor 5). When the phenotypic effect of a change in factor 4 depends on the value of factor 5, we will say 
there is an 4´5 interaction (or in shorthand: a “5-dependent impact of 4-change”), which requires

Δ(+→-)|(,→.)
(") ≠ 0 

Even though we started by assuming that factor 4 was the focal variable and factor 5 was the contextual 
variable, we could switch their roles. Noting 

Δ(,→.)|+
(!) = :+. − :+, 

Δ(,→.)|-
(!) = :-. − :-, 

we have

Δ(,→.)|(+→-)
(") = Δ(,→.)|-

(!) − Δ(,→.)|+
(!) = (:-. − :-,) − (:+. − :+,)

If 

Δ(,→.)|(+→-)
(") ≠ 0 

Then we could say that there is a 5´4 interaction. We note that we will generally label the focal factor first
and the contextual factor second in our interaction terminology. However, because 

(:-. − :-,) − (:+. − :+,) = (:-. − :+.) − (:-, − :+,)

it follows that 

Δ(,→.)|(+→-)
(") = Δ(+→-)|(,→.)

(")

This equation ensures that our measure of the 5´4 interaction (i.e., “4-dependent impact of 5-change”) is
quantitatively equivalent to our measure of the the 4´5 interaction (i.e., “5-dependent impact of 4-change”).
We show this graphically using landscapes in Figure S1.1. Here the single measure of the interaction effect 
could be written as 

Δ34
(") = Δ(+→-)|(,→.)

(") = Δ(,→.)|(+→-)
(")

If factors 4 and 5 were allelic states at different loci, then Δ34
(") would quantify genetic epistasis (i.e., our 4´5

interaction would be a G´G interaction). 

We can use this framework now to discuss a case of “sign interaction” (e.g., sign epistasis). We will say 
that there is a sign 4´5 interaction (or “sign 5-dependent impact of 4-change”) when the following condition
holds 

max DΔ(+→-)|.
(!) , Δ(+→-)|,

(!) E > 0 > min DΔ(+→-)|.
(!) , Δ(+→-)|,

(!) E	 	[S1]
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If factors 4 and 5 were allelic states at different loci, this would be a case of sign genetic epistasis, where 
the effect of a mutation at a focal locus changes in sign as the allele at another (contextual) locus changes. 
Note that condition [S1] constitutes a strict definition for sign interaction. We could consider a definition that 
also included borderline cases where the effect of the 6 → 7 change was neutral in one context and non-
neutral in another, which could be written as follows: 

Δ(+→-)|(,→.)
(") ≠ 0	 	[S2a] 

max DΔ(+→-)|.
(!) , Δ(+→-)|,

(!) E ≥ 0 ≥ minDΔ(+→-)|.
(!) , Δ(+→-)|,

(!) E	 	[S2b] 

Given that we found quantitative 
symmetry for our interaction coefficient 
(Δ(+→-)|(,→.)
(") = Δ(,→.)|(+→-)

(") ) do we also 
have symmetry for a sign interaction 
effect? That is, does the existence of 
“sign 5-dependent impact of 4-change” 
imply the existence of “sign 4-
dependent impact of 5-change?” The 
answer is no, and Figure S1.1 gives an 
example of such asymmetry. 
Specifically, there is a sign 5´4
interaction—the effects of the 8 → 9 
mutation at locus 5 change in sign as 
locus 4 changes from 6 to 7 (the first 
two arrows are pointing in opposite 
directions in Figure S1.1b). However, 
there is not a sign 4´5 interaction, as
the effects of the 6 → 7 mutation at 
locus 4 are of the same sign (the first 
two arrows both point upward in Figure 
S1.1a). For the case of two genetic loci, 
if there is sign epistasis when each 
factor plays the focal role, then this is 
called reciprocal sign epistasis (which 
occurs if there is both a sign 4´5
interaction and a sign 5´4 interaction;
see Figure S1.2 for an example). Given 
that the existence of sign epistasis does 
not guarantee reciprocal sign 
epistasis, we see that it now becomes 
important to refer to which factor is 
playing the focal role and which factor 
is playing the contextual role. Thus, 
our terminology of placing the focal 
factor first in an interaction (e.g., 4´5
for a focal 4 factor versus 5´4 for a
focal 5 factor) has an advantage for 
describing sign interaction more 
accurately. 

This distinction may have been less 
important in previous discussions when 

Figure S1.2: A landscape with a reciprocal sign interaction. This figure follows 
the exact conventions of Figure S1.1. Here, however, the leftmost two arrows 
in part a and part b are pointing in opposite directions. Thus, there is both a 
sign !´" and a sign "´! interaction—or a case of reciprocal sign interaction. 
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Figure S1.1: Here a landscape for two factors (! and ") is shown. The state 
of each factor is shown by the plotted pie chart, where the state of the ! factor 
is the top half and the state of the " factor is the bottom half. The “reference” 
values of each factor are given by lowercase letters (# and $) and white pie 
slices, while changes from this reference are indicated by uppercase letters (% 
and &) and black pie slices (see the blowup pies). (a) The full landscape where 
the change # → % is highlighted in the $ (teal edge) and & (violet edge) 
backgrounds. In the graph to the right, the change in the focal factor is 
emphasized (by placing the ! factor states on the x-axis) and each segment 
corresponds to a different state of the contextual factor (here "). The (first-
order) phenotype change due to the # → % change is given by the leftmost
arrows. We note that we have moved one of these arrows (representing 
Δ("→$)|'
(() ) so that it starts at the same vertical value as the other arrow (i.e., 
Δ("→$)|)
(() ). Because Δ("→$)|)

(() = Δ("→$)|('→))
(*) + Δ("→$)|'

(() , after our arrow reposition, 
all we need to do to get the second order difference (Δ("→$)|('→))

(*) , or a 
difference of the differences) is to go from vertical value of the head of the 
Δ("→$)|'
(() arrow to value of the head of the Δ("→$)|)

(()  arrow. (b) Here we consider 
the same landscape but the change $ → & is highlighted in the # (light red 
edge) and % (purple edge) backgrounds. It is apparent that the second-order 
change with a focal " factor (the red arrow giving Δ('→))|("→$)

(*) ) is identical (in
sign and magnitude) to the second-order change with a focal ! factor (the blue 
arrow giving Δ("→$)|('→))

(*) ). That is, there is a single value (Δ+,
(*)) measuring the

interaction between these factors. 
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both factors are of the same category.297 
For instance, if both factor 4 and factor298 
5 are allelic states at genetic loci, then299 
sign 4´5 interaction and sign 5´4300 
interaction could both be described as301 
sign genetic epistasis. Here we take302 
“genetic” to be a description of the 
category of the contextual factor—the 
sign of the phenotypic effect of a 
mutation at one locus depends on the 
allelic state at another (genetic) locus. 

However, the distinction starts to get 
more relevant when the factors are of 
different categories. For instance, 
suppose that factor 5 gives the state of 
the abiotic environment (with possible 
values 8 and 9). Furthermore, suppose 
that the phenotype of the 6 genotype 
decreases when moving from 
environment 8 to 9, whereas the 
phenotype of the 7 genotype does the 
opposite. This is precisely the situation 
illustrated in Figure S1.1b, where the 
two segments in the right graph could be 
considered reaction norms. While such 
a graph would traditionally be called a 
case of (sign) G´E, here we would actually phrase this as a sign E´G interaction, and we might note that 
there was not a sign G´E interaction in this case (Figure S1.1a; note this is a case of magnitude G´E). This 
distinction has relevance for our paper because when we refer to a sign G´H interaction, we are explicitly 
considering the genotype at the plasmid locus to be the focal factor and the host genome to be the 
contextual factor. More specifically, a sign G´H interaction means that the effect on resistance of a mutation 
in the plasmid-borne blaTEM gene changes in sign as the host genome changes. This is distinct from a claim 
of a sign H´G interaction, which means that the effect on resistance of a shift in host changes in sign as 
the blaTEM genotype changes. In cases where there are both sign G´H and sign H´G effects, we could refer 
to this as reciprocal sign interaction between the plasmid gene and host genome. 

Higher-order interactions: In the same way that we introduced second-order differences (i.e., differences 
of differences), there are also third-order and even higher-order differences. These higher-order differences 
quantify higher-order interactions. To illustrate, here we will focus on third-order interaction. Let us imagine 
three factors, 4, 5, and N, where each factor has two values (6 and 7 for factor 4, 8 and 9 for factor 5, and 
O and P for factor N). Suppose we fix factor N to the value O, then the second-order difference for the 
remaining factors can be computed in the normal way: 

Δ34|5
(") = Δ(+→-)|{.,5}

(!) − Δ(+→-)|{,,5}
(!)

Here we note that we also have to add the value O for factor N as part of the context (both for the first and 
second-order differences). Of course, we could also compute the same second-order difference where 
factor N changes to a value of 	P: 

Δ34|8
(") = Δ(+→-)|{.,8}

(!) − Δ(+→-)|{,,8}
(!)
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Figure S2: A landscape with a reciprocal sign interaction. This figure follows 
the exact conventions of Figure S1. Here, however, the leftmost two arrows 
in part a and part b are pointing in opposite directions. Thus, there is both a 
sign !´" and a sign "´! interaction—or a case of reciprocal sign interaction.
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Now we can consider an even higher-order 
(a third-order) difference: 

Δ349
(#) = Δ34|8

(") − Δ34|5
(")

= Δ[(+→-)|(,→.)]|8
(") − Δ[(+→-)|(,→.)]|5

(")

Here again we are using shorthand Δ349
(#)

and we note that also:356 
357 

Δ349
(#) = Δ39|.

(") − Δ39|,
(") = Δ49|-

(") − Δ49|+
(")358 

359 
We show that the value of the third-order 
difference does not depend on the 
contextual factor in Figure S1.3. Another 
way of writing this third-order difference is 

Δ349
(#) = Δ[(+→-)|(,→.)]|(5→8)

(")

In Table S1, we list all differences relevant 
for this three-factor system. There is an 
4´5´N	interaction when:

Δ349
(#) ≠ 0

In a way analogous to our discussion 
above, we can also define higher-order 
sign interaction too. We will say that there 
is sign (4´5)´N	interaction when

max DΔ[(+→-)|(,→.)]|8
(") , Δ[(+→-)|(,→.)]|5

(") E > 0 > min DΔ[(+→-)|(,→.)]|8
(") , Δ[(+→-)|(,→.)]|5

(") E

This higher-order sign interaction is a statement about how lower-order interaction changes sign. Again, it 
is critical to make clear the factor that is contextual (here N) and the factors for which the lower-order 
interaction is being assessed (here 4 and 5). We could call these the focal factors. We write the sign 
interaction as “sign (4´5)´N” in order to clearly group the focal factors (listed first in parentheses) and
separate them from the contextual factor (listed last). While a sign (4´5)´N interaction does imply a sign
(5´4)´N interaction, it does not imply a sign (4´N)´5 interaction. That is, the “sign” designation depends
on the factor that plays the contextual role. We illustrate this asymmetry in Figure S1.3. Here there is a sign 
(4´N)´5 interaction, but not a sign (4´5)´N interaction. It may be the case that all possible higher order
interactions (e.g., the three third-order interactions where each factor plays the role of context) are sign 
interactions. This would be the equivalent of reciprocal sign epistasis in the case of two genetic factors. 
However, there are more than two orderings of higher-order interaction where the identity of the contextual 
factor now matters. Thus, we suggest replacing the term “reciprocal” with the term “complete.” In Figure 
S1.4, we show a landscape with complete sign 4´5´N interaction (note we can drop the parentheses,
because the sign interaction applies to every factor in the contextual role). Finally, we will reserve the term 
“universal” if all possible interactions of every order are sign interactions (the landscape in Figure S1.4 also 
exhibits universal sign interaction). 

Difference Shorthand Lower-order 
Definition Equivalent to: 

Δ("→$)|{',/}
(() Δ+|{',/}

(() -$'/ − -"'/
Δ("→$)|{),/}
(() Δ+|{),/}

(() -$)/ − -")/
Δ("→$)|{',1}
(() Δ+|{',1}

(() -$'1 − -"'1
Δ("→$)|{),1}
(() Δ+|{),1}

(() -$)1 − -")1
Δ('→))|{",/}
(() Δ,|{",/}

(() -")/ − -"'/
Δ('→))|{$,/}
(() Δ,|{$,/}

(() -$)/ − -$'/
Δ('→))|{",1}
(() Δ,|{",1}

(() -")1 − -"'1
Δ('→))|{$,1}
(() Δ,|{$,1}

(() -$)1 − -$'1
Δ(/→1)|{",'}
(() Δ2|{",'}

(() -"'1 − -"'/
Δ(/→1)|{$,'}
(() Δ2|{$,'}

(() -$'1 − -$'/
Δ(/→1)|{",)}
(() Δ2|{",)}

(() -")1 − -")/
Δ(/→1)|{$,)}
(() Δ2|{$,)}

(() -$)1 − -$)/
Δ[("→$)|('→))]|/
(*) Δ+,|/

(*) Δ+|{),/}
(() − Δ+|{',/}

(() Δ[('→))|("→$)]|/
(*)

Δ[("→$)|('→))]|1
(*) Δ+,|1

(*) Δ+|{),1}
(() − Δ+|{',1}

(() Δ[('→))|("→$)]|/
(*)

Δ[("→$)|(/→1)]|'
(*) Δ+2|'

(*) Δ+|{',1}
(() − Δ+|{',/}

(() Δ[(/→1)|("→$)]|'
(*)

Δ[("→$)|(/→1)]|)
(*) Δ+2|)

(*) Δ+|{),1}
(() − Δ+|{),/}

(() Δ[(/→1)|("→$)]|)
(*)

Δ[('→))|(/→1)]|"
(*) Δ,2|"

(*) Δ,|{",1}
(() − Δ,|{",/}

(() Δ[(/→1)|('→))]|"
(*)

Δ[('→))|(/→1)]|$
(*) Δ,2|$

(*) Δ,|{$,1}
(() − Δ,|{$,/}

(() Δ[(/→1)|('→))]|$
(*)

Δ[("→$)|('→))]|(/→1)
(5) Δ+,2

(5) Δ+,|1
(*) − Δ+,|/

(*)

Δ[('→))|("→$)]|(/→1)
(5) , 
Δ[("→$)|(/→1)]|('→))
(5) , 
Δ[(/→1)|("→$)]|('→))
(5) , 
Δ[('→))|(/→1)]|("→$)
(5) , 
Δ[(/→1)|('→))]|("→$)
(5)

Table S1.1: Differences with Three Factors 
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Figure S1.3: A case of higher-order sign interaction that is not “complete.” (a) A three-factor landscape is shown. First the landscape 
is broken down into 2 two-factor landscapes by fixing the " factor at the value & (top graph) and $ (bottom graph). Then each of these 
sub-landscapes are further broken down by / factor values, such that the effect of the focal factor (here !) is emphasized. The first 
two of the upper triplet of arrows give the first-order differences with the " factor fixed at & (the effect of the # → % change in the 
backgrounds of {&, 2} and {&, 4}) while the first two of the lower triplet of arrows give the first-order differences with the " factor fixed 
at $ (the effect of the # → % change in the backgrounds of {$, 2} and {$, 4}). The third arrow in each of these triplets give the second-
order differences: the effect of the # → % change as factor / changes from 4 to 2 with factor " fixed at & (upper) or $ (lower). Each 
second-order difference is shifted so their arrows start at the same point, which allows the third-order difference to be computed (black 
arrow). This is a case of (! × /) × " sign interaction (because the blue and red arrows point in different directions). (b) The same 
landscape is shown, but here the / factor is the contextual factor. We see that the length and direction of the third-order difference 
(black arrow) is the same as in part (a), but this (! × ") × / interaction is not a third-order sign interaction (as the blue and red arrows 
point in the same direction).
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In our system, because we are considering multiple genetic 
sites in our plasmid gene, we can certainly explore G´G´H 
interaction (or even higher-order interactions). Further we can 
explore whether there is sign (G´G)´H, which could be called 
sign host-dependent genetic epistasis. We note this is not the 
same thing as sign (G´H)´G. In Figure S1.3, we see this 
potential asymmetry. The utility of these higher-order 
interactions and their magnitude and sign characterization is a 
topic that is ripe for future study. 

Supplementary section 2: Landscape 
representations 

In our simulations, we are taking the host species to be 
analogous to an environmental factor. That is, the evolving 
mobile gene experiences different host environments as it 
moves between species. For the Q possible mutations in the 
mobile gene, we represented this as a distinct 2< node
landscape for each distinct host. In our simulations, during 
periods where the gene resided in a single host, evolution by 
mutation and selection involved an upward trajectory within 
the relevant species’ landscape. When the mobile gene 
moved to a new host, the landscape “shifted” to the 
topography corresponding to the new host species, where an 
upward trajectory ensued. This kind of dynamic landscape has been termed a “seascape” (Mustonen and 
Lässig 2009). A sign G´H interaction occurs if the slope between a pair of mutationally connected 
genotypes changes direction as mobile gene moves from one host to another. However, because the host 
genome (the “H” factor) is itself another genetic component in the system, it also seems reasonable to think 
of this as another “genetic locus” (making it a “G” factor). In this light, G´H interactions would be standard 
genetic epistasis. Perhaps more interestingly, instead of considering a distinct landscape for each host, we 
could expand the landscape to a higher dimension. For instance, suppose we are considering two host 
species. Treating host as a biallelic locus, we could go from a pair of 2< node landscapes to a single 2<=!
landscape. Or put another way, we could shift from a lower-dimensional dynamic seascape to a higher-
dimensional fixed landscape. We do not make this higher dimensional move in our system for a few 
reasons. In order to understand these, it will help to first take a detour into a case of intergenomic epistasis. 

Here we consider a system of two interacting species (e.g., a host and a pathogen). To keep things simple, 
we will assume that each species has a single biallelic locus: species 4 has genotypes 6 and 7, and species 
5 has genotypes 8 and 9. Here we will assume that selection is strong relative to mutation such that the 
population for each species can be well described be a single genotype at nearly all points in time. Here 
we consider an interesting proposal made by Bank (2022) involving combining the genotypes of each 
species into a “meta-genotype.” Denoting species 4 in red and species 5 in blue, these four meta-
genotypes would be 68, 78, 69, and 79. Coevolution of this community could then be envisioned as
movement in the space of these four meta-genotypes. While each meta-genotype could be mapped to 
some community-level phenotype (e.g., some community function in the context of directed community-
level selection (see Xie et al. 2019; Sánchez et al. 2021; Sanchez et al. 2023)), here instead we consider 
two landscapes for our set of meta-genotypes. Specifically, each landscape gives the fitness value of the 
genotype in one species (given the context of the other species’ genotype). If we think of the genotypes as 
strategies in a game between different “species players,” then these plots are just the visualization for both 
components of the 2×2 asymmetric game payoff matrix. We emphasize that these fitnesses can be
dependent on the genotypic context of the other species. In Figure S2.1, we consider an interesting case 
where the meta-genotypic llandscapes exhibit reciprocal intergenomic sign epistasis.  endendendendendendendendendendendendndendendendendendendendendendendend 

Figure S1.4: A landscape with universal sign 
interaction. At the second order, this landscape 
has complete sign ! × " interaction (i.e., sign 
! × " interaction and sign " × ! interaction, also
termed a reciprocal sign interaction), complete
sign ! × / interaction, and complete sign " × /
interaction. At the third order, this landscape has
complete sign ! × " × / interaction (i.e., sign
(! × ") × / interaction and sign (! × /) × "
interaction and sign (" × /) × ! interaction).
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Figure S2.1: Fixed higher-dimensional meta-genotype landscapes versus dynamic lower-dimensional genotypic seascapes. (a) Each 
meta-genotype landscape is defined over the same meta-genotypic space (#$, %$, #&, and %&, where species ! genotype is in red 
and the species " genotype is in blue). The left landscape (red axes) maps these meta-genotypes to the fitness of the species ! 
genotype (in the context of the relevant species " genotype), while the right landscape (blue axes) gives similar fitnesses for the 
species " genotypes. The community starts with the # genotype for species ! and the $ genotype for species " (highlighted meta-
genotype #$). Genotype % is selected in the background of genotype $ so the community will shift its meta-genotype. This occurs due 
to selection in species ! (red block arrow) and due to a biotic context shift for species " (gray arrow). (b) Now positioned at meta-
genotype %$ (highlighted node), genotype &	is selected in the background of genotype % so the community will shift its meta-genotype 
again via selection in species " (blue arrow) and a biotic context shift for species ! (gray arrow). (c) Now at %&, the community shifts 
to #& (d) and then back to #$ (part a) to create a meta-genotypic loop, where arrows in color indicate selection and arrows in gray 
indicate biotic context shifts. (e-h) Here the landscapes for each species are laid out in the more traditional way for a single biallelic 
locus in species ! (left graph) and a single biallelic locus for species " (right graph). The same evolutionary sequence is illustrated, 
evolution by selection is indicated by an arrow in color, whereas a landscape change due to a partner species evolving is indicated 
by a gray arrow (note that the genotypic position of the species in this latter case stays constant). The meta-genotypic landscapes in 
parts (a-d) remain fixed, whereas the genotypic landscapes in parts (e-h) are dynamic (i.e., seascapes). 
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The community starts on the meta-genotype	68 (highlighted node in Figure S2.1a). Because genotype 7 is 
more fit than 6 in species 4 when genotype 8 is fixed in species 5, the community shifts to meta-genotype 
78 (Figure S2.1b). We note that this node movement occurs in both the 4 and 5 landscapes, which yields 
a lift in fitness in species 4 (due to selection) and a drop in the fitness of species 5 (due to a change in 
biotic context). Because genotype 9 is more fit than genotype 8 in species 5 in the presence of genotype 
7 in species 4, the community now shifts from 78 to 79 (Figure S2.1c), which leads to an increase in fitness 
in species 5 (due to selection) and a decrease in fitness in species 4 (due to a change in context). However, 
now the direction of selection has changed for species 4 and the community moves from 79 to 69 (Figure 
S2.1d). And finally, because the direction of selection has flipped for species 5, the community moves from 
69 back to its starting meta-genotype of 68 (Figure S2.1a). In this case, the meta-genotypic landscapes 
are fixed. However, we also start to see how a basic intuition about adaptive walks on landscapes gets 
violated. Specifically, an adaptive walk can lead to downhill movement. If we think of adaptive walks as 
strictly climbing trajectories, this appears confusing at first glance. Of course, it occurs in a focal species’ 
landscape when the other species is adapting and the altered genotypic context lowers the fitness of the 
focal resident’s genotype. This phenomenon can lead to interesting outcomes such as an adaptive 
evolutionary trajectory that ends up where it started. This is not behavior familiar to our experience with 
landscapes: it is exceedingly difficult to climb continuously uphill on a static landscape and end up where 
you started! However, it is as if our species occupy landscapes similar to an M.C. Escher optical illusion, 
where such circuits can occur. If one is not bothered by this capricious behavior regarding climbing, then 
the meta-genomic extension may be appealing (as the landscape for each species is a fixed object; see 
(Tanaka et al. 2020) for a related discussion). However, there is another option as well. In Figures S2.1e-
h, we replay the evolutionary sequence using a pair of interacting seascapes. Here each species occupies 
a (dynamic) lower-dimensional seascape. Movement within a seascape always proceeds uphill, but the 
shape of the seascape changes as the other species evolves. While this representation of coevolution has 
the added complexity of landscape change (i.e., the seascape), it has the advantage that the behavior 
within each seascape conforms to standard expectations. It is for a related reason that we find the lower-
dimensional representation more intuitive in our system, to which we now turn. 

As mentioned above, we treat host similar to an environmental factor, and handle the plasmid-gene 
landscape as a kind of seascape. However, it certainly is possible to treat the host as an additional locus 
(as in Figure S2.2a). Despite some advantages (e.g., a fixed compact landscape form), we resist this 
representation for a few reasons. First, in our simulations, the host only switches rarely. Thus, the plasmid 
gene is evolving on one host landscape for some time before switching to the other. It is as if evolution is 
constrained to host-specific subsets of the higher-dimensional landscape (e.g., Figures S2.2b and S2.2c) 

endendendendendendendendendendendendndendendendendendendendendendendend 

Figure S2.2: A landscape for three biallelic sites (#/%, $/&, and 4/2) within a plasmid gene is shown, where the host identity (H1 or 
H2) is encoded as an “additional locus.” (a) To distinguish the “alleles” at this locus, we represent the state of host 1 with a red pie 
slice and the state of host 2 with a blue pie slice. (b) Here we focus on the sub-landscape involving host 1. All edges that connect 
single mutations in the plasmid gene that remain in host 1 are indicated in red. The dashed edges involve a host shift of the same 
plasmid genotype. The sub-landscape in host 2 has been grayed out. (c) Here the sub-landscape in host 2 is emphasized (by blue 
edges) while the sub-landscape for host 1 is grayed out.  
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for nearly the whole simulations. However, these subsets are effectively the lower-dimensional landscapes 
for each host that we originally focused on. A second reason relates to the interacting species case above. 
In our fixed higher-dimensional landscape it is possible for the fitness to drop (this occurs when the host 
changes and the new host-plasmid genotypic combination has a lower fitness). The seascape 
representation avoids such counterintuitive movement (as in Figures S2.1e-h). 

With this said, we do think there could be situations where the fixed higher-dimensional landscape would 
be apposite. Imagine a situation where plasmid-free hosts immigrate into the system at a constant rate. 
Upon conjugation, suppose the transconjugant rises to prominence only if it has greater fitness than the 
plasmid donor. In a situation where the processes of intraspecific selection and interspecific competition 
were strong relative to the processes of mutation and conjugation, we think it would be appropriate to model 
evolution as an adaptive walk on the fixed higher-dimensional landscape. 

An additional situation involves a case where the plasmid is treated as a kind of molecular symbiont 
associated with a host bacterium. In this light, conjugation of the plasmid between hosts is a kind of “partner-
switching” in which standard cross-partner interactions could occur (see Heath 2010; Dunn et al. 2021; 
Sørensen et al. 2021). Once the plasmid is inside a new host, different host variants could be defined by 
chromosomal mutations. Suppose we focused on how the host chromosome and plasmid mutate after 
some bacterium had acquired a new plasmid. Like the interspecies case in Figure S2.1, a set of meta-
genotypes (each linking plasmid genotype and host genotype) could be specified for any set of mutations 
in the plasmid and chromosome. Unlike the interspecies case above, there would be a single landscape 
indicating the fitness of the host variant bearing the relevant plasmid variant. Again, if the process of 
mutation was weak relative to selection, evolution of such a system could be represented as an adaptive 
walk on the fixed meta-genotypic landscape. In situations such as this (and the preceding paragraph) we 
could employ previously developed techniques to study host-plasmid coevolution as an adaptive walk 
(Draghi and Plotkin 2013; Bank et al. 2016). Such cases form interesting directions for future work. 

Supplementary section 3: Derivation of the approximate growth rate 
Here, we describe the metric that was used to estimate the growth rates of genotypes in the batch 

assays performed in this study. Because more genotypes survived at lower antibiotic concentrations than 
at higher antibiotic concentrations, the number of genotypes that actually competed together decreased as 
the antibiotic concentration increased. Therefore, as the antibiotic concentration increased the time interval 
for active growth for each genotype was extended due to having less competitors and more access to 
resources (given that the initial density per genotype was relatively constant across the gradient). Given 
that the growth interval increased as the antibiotic concentration increased, we use the derivation here to 
systematically correct the growth time across the gradient to account for this. If this correction is not applied, 
the growth rates are systematically under-estimated at lower concentrations where the growth time is 
shorter due to increased competition for resources. Here we derive an approximate growth rate metric that 
accounts for the variable growth period across the gradient by normalizing changes in genotype counts to 
that of the most resistant type in a given assay. Calculating this approximate growth rate metric across 
antibiotic concentrations generated a standard dose-response curve for each genotype as described in the 
materials and methods. 

Let O∗ be the highest concentration where the genotype with the highest resistance does not see a
drop in growth. That is, for O > O∗, the most resistant genotype will drop in its estimated growth rate,
indicative that the genotype was affected by the antibiotic. We label this most resistant genotype as S′. We 
let the calculated growth rate of genotype S at concentration O be given by #?5 . To calculate this growth
rate, we used a time period of 24 hours; however, the culture may have been growing for less than 24 
hours, which will lead to misestimation of the calculated growth rate. We let U?5  be the true growth rate of
genotype S at concentration O. Now at concentration O∗, we will assume that the calculated growth rate and
true growth rate are equal for genotype S′ 

U?@5∗ = #?@5
∗ , 
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which is simply assuming that growth is occurring during the full V = 24 hours. 

For the time being, we will assume that the true growth rate of genotype S@ remains constant at lower drug
concentrations. 

Now, consider some concentration O < O∗. At this concentration, the most resistant genotype S@ will realize
its maximum true growth rate U?@5

∗.  Suppose that the duration of the growth interval at concentration O is
given by Y5, at which time resources have been depleted such that all genotypes cease growing. Then the
cell count of genotype S′ at the end of the growth period is given by:

Q?@5 (Y5) = Q?@5 (0)ZA'(
)∗(B))

Solving for the duration of the growth period, we have: 

Y5 =
1
U?@5

∗ ln
Q?@5 (Y5)
Q?@5 (0)

If Q∗5(Y) is the total cell count in the assay at time Y, and 8?5(Y) is the proportion of barcodes associated with
genotype S in concentration O at time Y, then we have 

Y5 =
1
U?@5

∗ ln
Q∗5(Y5)8?@5 (Y5)
Q∗5(0)8?@5 (0)

Further, we assume that the number and proportion of cells does not change from the end of the growth 
interval Y5 to some later time V. Therefore, we can equivalently substitute V for Y5:

Y5 =
1
U?@5

∗ ln
Q∗5(V)8?@5 (V)
Q∗5(0)8?@5 (0)

Now, let us turn to consider any arbitrary genotype (as opposed to the most resistant genotype S@). The
count of genotype S at the end of the growth interval is given by: 

Q?5(Y5) = Q?5(0)ZA'
) (B)) 

The true growth rate of an arbitrary genotype — our quantity of interest — can be expressed as: 

U?5 =
1
Y5
ln
Q∗5(Y5)8?5(Y5)
Q∗5(0)8?5(0)

Or, assuming that the number and proportion of cells does not change from Y5 to V:

U?5 =
1
Y5
ln
Q∗5(V)8?5(V)
Q∗5(0)8?5(0)

After substituting the above expression for Y5 and rearranging terms we obtain the following:

U?5 =

⎝

⎜
⎛ln

Q∗5(V)8?5(V)
Q∗5(0)8?5(0)

ln
Q∗5(V)8?@5 (V)
Q∗5(0)8?@5 (0)⎠

⎟
⎞
U?@5

∗ . [3.1] 
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This gives us an equation for the growth rate of a genotype in terms of the total cell count, barcode 
proportions, and a fixed reference time V, which can be chosen arbitrarily (so long as it falls after the end 
of the growth interval). We use V = 24 hours in our analysis. Critically, this method of calculating growth 
rate does not depend on the duration of the growth interval itself. Effectively, by assuming that all genotypes 
grow for the same amount of time in a given assay, we normalize the change in genotype counts to that of 
the most resistant type. 

To derive equation [3.1], we assumed that growth for genotype S′ is occurring for a full 24 hours when
considering concentration O∗. However, this assumption is likely misplaced. Suppose that the actual growth
time is Y∗, such that we have the following:

Y∗ = (c)V

where the actual growth time is some fraction c of the full time period (V = 24 hours). Therefore, 

Q?@5∗(Y∗) = Q?@5∗(0)ZA'(
)∗(B∗) 

and 

U?@5∗ =
1
Y∗ ln

Q?@5∗(Y∗)
Q?@5∗(0)

631 
So, substituting Y∗ with (c)V where V = 24 and assuming that the number of cells does not change from Y∗632 
to V (the same assumption as above):633 

634 

U?(5
∗ = 1

c d
1
24 ln

Q?(5
∗(24)

Q?(5
∗(0) e 

Thus, the connection between the measured growth rate #?(
5∗ and the actual growth rate U?(5

∗ , is off by a 
factor: 

U?@5∗ =
1
c f#?@5

∗g 

For simplicity, we assume c = 1 in our data analysis. 

Supplementary section 4: Probability of a mutation being the most resistant (simulating 
gradient selection) 

Here, we derive the probability that the population shifts from the ancestral genotype (hereafter 
focal genotype) to a neighboring single mutant genotype at the end of a time step. Our mathematical 
framework is centered on a case of selection for maximal resistance among a random set of mutants. Such 
a situation would apply if a population of cells with the ancestral genotype grew (and generated mutants) 
and then was exposed (as subpopulations) to a series of drug concentrations. Focusing on the highest drug 
concentration for which there was subsequent growth, an isolate from this subpopulation becomes the 
genotype for the next time step (which could be a mutant that was more resistant than the original ancestor). 
This setup is similar to standard directed evolution studies involving selection on a drug gradient, which has 
been shown previously to mimic the natural evolution of the beta-lactamase enzyme (Barlow and Hall 
2002). 

Let U be the probability a mutation arises in the focal genotype as a descendent cell is generated. 
We assume that the probability of mutation is small such that we ignore double mutation events and assume 
that most individuals within the population have the focal genotype (i.e., mutants are rare and have only a 
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single mutation). All possible single mutant genotypes are denoted by the set h ≡ j#!, #", ##, …#Ck
(where |h| is the number of mutants).

Consider a population that is initially fixed for the focal genotype ". In the process of creating a 
population of descendant cells, the focal genotype is copied Q times (independently), and the probability 
that a mutation occurs in a descendent is given by U. Focusing on one mutant genotype (e.g., #D), the
probability that there are l descendants with this genotype among the Q descendant cells will be: 

mEf#Dg = nQlo (U)
E(1 − U)<FE

The probability that there are one or more #D individuals among the descendants of the focal genotype is
then: 

1 − mGf#Dg ≈ 1 − ZFA<

We denote this probability as m∗f#Dg.
After mutation, the descendent undergoes growth followed by selection across an antibiotic 

gradient. Here we assume that there is enough growth of the population such that if a mutant genotype is 
present, it is distributed across the entire antibiotic gradient. For a given focal genotype ", and a set of 
neighboring mutant genotypes labeled h, we denote the genotypes in the set h that are more resistant 
than the focal genotype as qH("). First, we start with the probability that the most resistant individual cell
has is the focal genotype ". In this case, the probability is: 

$% =r f1 − m∗(#)g
I∈K*(%)

If the focal genotype is more resistant than all mutants (i.e., the set qH(")	is empty), then this probability is
defined to be one. If a mutant neighbor is more resistant than the focal genotype, this probability becomes 
less than one. Generally, when the focal genotype is less resistant, it is less probable for the focal genotype 
to be the most resistant, and thus less probable for the population to stay at this genotype. 

Next, we turn to the probability that the most resistant individual has a particular genotype #D  from
the set of mutants h. Here we need to introduce more notation. For a given genotype S, and a set of 
genotypes labeled s, we denote the genotypes in s that are equally resistant to genotype S as tL(S). If
genotype S is in the set s, we will define tL(S) to not include genotype S (i.e., S ∉ tL(S)). Therefore, tL(S)
is the set of genotypes with equivalent resistance to genotype S, other than S itself. Consider a mutant 
genotype #D, which has higher resistance than the focal genotype ". We denote the set of other mutants
that have higher and equivalent resistance to genotype #D as qH(#D) and tH(#D), respectively. The
probability that the most resistant individual has genotype #D is chosen is given by:

$I+ = m∗(#D) r (1 − m∗(#))
I∈K*(I+)

v w
(∏ {m∗(#′)}I(∈L ) n∏ {1 − m∗(#′′)}I((∈M*NI+OFL o

1 + |s|
L⊆M*(I+)

| 

If there are never any ties between genotypes with regards to resistance, then }tH(#D)} = 0 and the above
equation simplifies to: 

$I+ = m∗(#D) r (1 − m∗(#))
I∈K*(I+)

If a particular mutant #D is the most resistant mutant of the focal genotype (}qH(#D)} = 0) then the
probability of picking the mutant is m∗f#Dg which depends only on the population size and the mutation rate
(see above). More generally, the probability of selecting mutant #D covaries positively with its ranking in the
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set (i.e., the more resistant this mutant genotype is relative to the other mutants of the focal genotype, the 
more likely it is to be selected). 

Supplemental Tables 
SI Table 1: Primers used for Site-Directed Mutagenesis. The mutagenic primer is labelled with an 
asterisk. If an amino acid is being mutated, the codon is underlined. The nucleotide being mutated is 
bolded. 
Mutation Primer Primer 

orientation 
Sequence (5’ -> 3’) 

g4205a pOK84 Forward* AAGCGGATACATATTTGAATGTATTTAGAAAAATAA 
pOK85 Reverse ATGAGACAATAACCCTGATAAATGCTTC 

A42G pOK80 Forward* TCCACCCAACTGATCTTCAGCATCT 
pOK81 Reverse CGAGTGGGTTACATCGAACTG 

E104K pOK78 Forward* CTTAACCAAGTCATTCTGAGAATAGTGTATG 
pOK79 Reverse TACTCACCAGTCACAGAAAAGCA 

M182T pOK82 Forward* CGTCGTGGTGTCACGCTCG 
pOK83 Reverse CCTGCAGCAATGGCAACAACGTTGC 

G238S pOK75 Forward* CTCACTGGCTCCAGATTTATCAGC 
pOK74 Reverse CGTGGGTCTCGCGGTATC 

SI Table 2 : Engineered variants using site-directed mutagenesis.713 

Variant Number of mutations 
g4205a 1 
A42G 1 
E104K 1 
M182T 1 
G238S 1 
g4205a, A42G 2 
g4205a, E104K 2 
g4205a, M182T 2 
g4205a, G238S 2 
A42G, E104K 2 
A42G, M182T 2 
A42G, G238S 2 
E104K, M182T 2 
E104K, G238S 2 
M182T, G238S 2 
g4205a, A42G, E104K 3 
g4205a, A42G, M182T 3 
g4205a, A42G, G238S 3 
g4205a, E104K, M182T 3 
g4205a, E104K, G238S 3 
g4205a, M182T, G238S 3 
A42G, E104K, M182T 3 
A42G, E104K, G238S 3 
A42G, M182T, G238S 3 
E104K, M182T, G238S 3 
g4205a, A42G, E104K, M182T 4 
g4205a, A42G, E104K, G238S 4 
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g4205a, A42G, M182T, G238S 4 
g4205a, E104K, M182T, G238S 4 
A42G, E104K, M182T, G238S 4 
g4205a, A42G, E104K, M182T, G238S 5 

SI Table 3 : Primers used for Sanger sequencing. 

Primer Sequence region Sequence (5’ -> 3’) 
pOK6 280th amino acid to 600 downstream nucleotides CAGGCAACTATGGATGAACG 
pOK10 50th to 286th amino acid CCTTCCTGTTTTTGCTCACC 
pOK38 Promotor region to 185th amino acid GAGGATGACGATGAGCGCAT 

SI Table 4 : Primers used for creating the barcode fragment. The NcoI and NsiI restriction sites are715 
bolded. The homologous nucleotides used for creating the double stranded fragment are underlined.716 

Primer Sequence (5’ -> 3’) 

pOK67 
CGGACCGCTGGACGTATCTTAGTTTTCTCGAGTAAGATCCATCCATGGTCTGTC 
ACACCGAGAGGCTAGGCAGTTGCGCGCGTACGNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNAC 
CGGTCCGGTAATCGAACTGGGCGAGACATCCCAGCTTAGCTATGCATTCACTA 
GAGGACGCGTGTCCACGTGAAGACATCCCAGCGCTTGA 

pOK68 TCAAGCGCTGGGATGTCTTC 

SI Table 5 : Initial cell density of each library before selection in CTX.717 

Species Number of replicates Average initial density (cfu ml-1) Standard error 
Ec 6 4.07 x 105 2.67 x 104

Kp 6 3.21 x 105 2.99 x 104

Se 6 6.07 x 105 3.41 x 104 

SI Table 6 : Final cell density (cfu ml-1) from each library selection. The concentrations where 
sequencing data was obtained are bolded for each species. A portion of the lower concentration was not 
submitted for sequencing given the resistance level of the ancestral genotype, TEM-1. Test tubes that were 
not turbid (NT) after the 24 h incubation are designated. 

CTX concentration (μg ml-1) Ec Kp Se 
0.0000 2.44 x 109 3.00 x 109 2.84 x 109 
0.00393 2.28 x 109 3.88 x 109 1.91 x 109 
0.0056 2.32 x 109 3.32 x 109 2.26 x 109 
0.0079 1.72 x 109 3.52 x 109 2.39 x 109 
0.0112 2.00 x 109 3.22 x 109 2.33 x 109 
0.0158 1.42 x 109 2.24 x 109 2.15 x 109 
0.0223 1.06 x 109 2.88 x 109 1.97 x 109 
0.0315 1.06 x 109 2.36 x 109 2.37 x 109 
0.0445 9.80 x 108 2.18 x 109 1.70 x 109 
0.0629 9.80 x 108 3.48 x 109 1.92 x 109 
0.0889 1.06 x 109 3.04 x 109 2.01 x 109 
0.1257 1.32 x 109 3.44 x 109 1.74 x 109 
0.1777 1.32 x 109 3.88 x 109 1.55 x 109 
0.2513 1.46 x 109 3.20 x 109 2.07 x 109 
0.3553 1.26 x 109 3.08 x 109 1.92 x 109 
0.5024 1.50 x 109 4.00 x 109 1.91 x 109 
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0.7104 1.24 x 109 3.12 x 109 1.92 x 109 
1.0045 1.86 x 109 3.10 x 109 2.05 x 109 
1.42 1.26 x 109 2.78 x 109 1.71 x 109 
2.01 1.32 x 109 3.04 x 109 2.74 x 109 
2.84 7.50 x 108 3.76 x 109 2.02 x 109 
4.02 1.07 x 109 3.36 x 109 1.98 x 109 
5.68 1.08 x 109 2.68 x 109 1.44 x 109 
8.03 1.56 x 109 3.24 x 109 2.72 x 109 
11.35 1.42 x 109 3.92 x 109 1.82 x 109 
16.05 2.54 x 109 3.40 x 109 2.47 x 109 
22.69 1.04 x 109 4.44 x 109 2.08 x 109 
32.08 1.46 x 109 3.20 x 109 1.94 x 109 
45.36 1.36 x 109 3.68 x 109 1.41 x 109 
64.14 1.26 x 109 2.64 x 109 1.55 x 109 
90.69 1.37 x 109 1.81 x 109 1.16 x 109 
128.24 4.80 x 109 2.63 x 109 1.58 x 109 
181.33 1.14 x 109 NT 7.00 x 108 
256.4 NT NT 1.15 x 109 
362.55 NT NT 1.92 x 108 
512.65 NT NT NT 
724.89 NT NT NT 
1024.99 NT NT NT 
1449.34 NT NT NT 
2049.37 NT NT NT 

SI Table 7 : Primers used for library amplification and sequencing. The nucleotides that are 
homologous to the plasmid are bolded. The nucleotides that are homologous to the indexing primers are 
underlined. The 9-bp index used for multiplexing the samples is represented with N nucleotides and are 
sequence specific depending on the sample. 

Primer Purpose Sequence (5’ -> 3’) 

pOK55 PCR round 1 
forward primer CCGCGTGATTACGAGTCGGCAGCAGATTACGCGCAGAA 

pOK56 PCR round 1 
reverse primer GGGTTAGCAAGTGGCAGCCTAGCGCTGGGATGTCTCG 

PCR round 2 
forward primer 

AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACNNNNNNNNNC 
CGCGTGATTACGAGTCG 

PCR round 2 
reverse primer 

CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATNNNNNNNNGGGTTAG 
CAAGTGGCAGCCT 

pOK57 Custom read 1 
primer TCACACCGAGAGGCTAGGCAGTTGCGCGCGTACG 

pOK59 Custom read 2 
primer GCTGGGATGTCTCGCCCAGTTCGATTACCGGACCGGT 

SI Table 8 : Genotype to barcode map.726 

Variant Barcode 1 Barcode 2 Barcode 3 
Wild-type TEM-1 GATGGCCTTTTGCCGGTT ATTCGTAAACTTCTGGTT GAGTCGTGCATTGAGTTC 
g4205a GTATTAGTTTTACTTTAG TTGAGTCCCGAGGGTGGT TACTTTTAAACTATAAGA 
A42G CAGTGAGTCAGATATCTT GTAGCCATTTACTTCTGT TTCGCATTATATTCCGTC 
E104K TTGGCGCCTTCTCTTCTG GGAGCAGTAGAGGTGGTA ATAAAGGATGTGACTGTA 
M182T CCTAGCAGCTCGTAAGAG TCCAAAGGGTGGCACGAG TGTGATTTACACACGTCC 
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G238S ACTGCGTTTTAATATTTT CCAACTGTAAGCCTATTT CAGGGTCATACGAGCTTC 
g4205a, A42G CTCATTTTAGACTTCGTT CATTCATATTAAAGTTTG CAGGTTTTAGCATATGCC 
g4205a, E104K CGACAACGTATCAAGCTC TCCGACCATTAAGGGTTA GCTGGTCCGATCAGATAT 
g4205a, M182T AGGGATCTGGAGTAGGTC AATGTGCGTTAATAGATT TATCATAGTGAGTTCCAT 
g4205a, G238S ATAAGGTTTGTTTCCCTG AATTTAAGTATAGAGGGG TAGGTTAATTCTCGGTGA 
A42G, E104K ATTAGATTTATTAATATG GTTTCCTCTAAAGATTTC TTTTTCCTCCGCTCTGGT 
A42G, M182T CGTACCCCTTGCTGGTGG AGAACTTGGTAACGGGGC TTGGGACCTCTTTGGGTA 
A42G, G238S CAGCTGGTTGGTTCTCTA ATAGTTATTTTGGAACTA ACTACAGTAATAGTGCAT 
E104K, M182T GCTTCCTTTATTTGTTTA GCGAGATGATTAGAGAGA GTGTGAGACGCAGTTTAG 
E104K, G238S TGTATTGGTTAACGTTAC TAACGCGAGTCGTAATCT GAGGGTGTGATTAGCAAT 
M182T, G238S GATCCGATGATAGTAGTT TATCCGTCCTCGGCAGAG TCCCTAGCATGGATTGGC 
g4205a, A42G, 
E104K ATAAATATGTGGTCCCTG CACCATCCTACAACTAAA AATCATTCAAATCGAAGA 

g4205a, A42G, 
M182T TTAACACATGGTATTTAC TTGTTTATTTACCGGACT AAAGTTTGAGGAATAACG 

g4205a, A42G, 
G238S AAGTGTTCGCATTGCAAG ACAGGAGACGGTATCTTT TTGAAATGCTTTCGGTTA 

g4205a, E104K, 
M182T AGTCGTGTGGGGGCCTAC GCGTCCTCGAGTCTTTAC TTTGGACCACTTTTCTGT 

g4205a, E104K, 
G238S AACGGTTGGACCGAGCGG CCATTTGATTTTAAGCTC TTGCGGAAGTGGTCGTGG 

g4205a, M182T, 
G238S TTTGTTGCTCTTTCGATG TCCGGTACGATTACAACG AACCTAATTCTTAACGGA 

A42G, E104K, 
M182T GTGCGAAAGCATTACACT TTGCATAGTTTCATAATA GCAGTATGCGGAAAAGCT 

A42G, E104K, 
G238S AGCATGCTCTGCCGAGAA TCCACGTACATAAATGTT ACTGCTTAGCAGTTTGTC 

A42G, M182T, 
G238S GGCAGGTGAATCTACCAG TTTAGCCCCATCACTAAC TTTGTGTAGGTACTATCC 

E104K, M182T, 
G238S CAATATACTCTGTACTAA CATCTAATTTATTGGGTA TAGTGCTTGTTCAGGGGT 

g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T GCATCGCTCTCATGGGTA CATAGTCACCGGCTAGAT GAGAGGCTAAGGTGAAAC 

g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, G238S TATTTGAGTTATTAGTTC ACGTAAAGTAAGACTTCA AGTGCAGGTTTAAATACT 

g4205a, A42G, 
M182T, G238S TTAGCTTGGTTTCTGTCT GATAGGGTATATTGGCAC TAGCATCGGGTCAGGGCG 

g4205a, E104K, 
M182T, G238S ATATTTTACCGTCTTAAA GCCGCGGCGTGTGTGGTT GTAGTAGGTGTCTCAGAC 

A42G, E104K, 
M182T, G238S ACGAACTTTGCTTTCTTT GAAAACATACGGCGTGGT AGTCATGGCATTATGAAA 

g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T, 
G238S 

CTGTTTTTGAACTTGAAG TGAAGCACGTAAACTATC TTGGTTGCACCAGACATT 

SI Table 9: The three-parameter estimates (inflection point, steepness, and upper asymptote) from 727 
the dose-response curve fitting for each barcode-genotype-species combination.728 

Species Shorthand Barcode Deviant 
(Outlier) 

Inflection 
point Slope Upper 

asymptote 
Ec Wild-type TEM-1 GATGGCCTTTTGCCGGTT 0.12 3.25 0.48 
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Ec Wild-type TEM-1 GAGTCGTGCATTGAGTTC 0.12 3.67 0.48 
Ec Wild-type TEM-1 ATTCGTAAACTTCTGGTT x 0.12 3.4 0.47 
Ec g4205a GTATTAGTTTTACTTTAG 0.13 3.39 0.44 
Ec g4205a TACTTTTAAACTATAAGA 0.12 3.67 0.44 
Ec g4205a TTGAGTCCCGAGGGTGGT x 0.1 4.28 0.4 
Ec A42G CAGTGAGTCAGATATCTT 0.12 3.74 0.48 
Ec A42G TTCGCATTATATTCCGTC 0.12 3.72 0.47 
Ec A42G GTAGCCATTTACTTCTGT x 0.13 3.23 0.48 
Ec E104K GGAGCAGTAGAGGTGGTA 0.2 3.53 0.47 
Ec E104K ATAAAGGATGTGACTGTA 0.21 3.5 0.46 
Ec E104K TTGGCGCCTTCTCTTCTG x 0.22 2.59 0.48 
Ec M182T CCTAGCAGCTCGTAAGAG 0.12 3.37 0.49 
Ec M182T TCCAAAGGGTGGCACGAG 0.12 3.32 0.49 
Ec M182T TGTGATTTACACACGTCC x 0.11 3.35 0.48 
Ec G238S ACTGCGTTTTAATATTTT 1 3.55 0.42 
Ec G238S CCAACTGTAAGCCTATTT 1.11 3.33 0.42 
Ec G238S CAGGGTCATACGAGCTTC x 1.13 3.24 0.42 
Ec g4205a, A42G CTCATTTTAGACTTCGTT 0.14 3.56 0.46 
Ec g4205a, A42G CATTCATATTAAAGTTTG 0.13 3.61 0.45 
Ec g4205a, A42G CAGGTTTTAGCATATGCC x 0.14 2.95 0.47 
Ec g4205a, E104K TCCGACCATTAAGGGTTA 0.27 3.1 0.42 
Ec g4205a, E104K GCTGGTCCGATCAGATAT 0.28 3.42 0.42 
Ec g4205a, E104K CGACAACGTATCAAGCTC x 0.29 2.65 0.43 
Ec g4205a, M182T AATGTGCGTTAATAGATT 0.13 3.31 0.5 
Ec g4205a, M182T TATCATAGTGAGTTCCAT 0.13 3.25 0.47 
Ec g4205a, M182T AGGGATCTGGAGTAGGTC x 0.13 2.97 0.49 
Ec g4205a, G238S ATAAGGTTTGTTTCCCTG 1.05 3.6 0.34 
Ec g4205a, G238S TAGGTTAATTCTCGGTGA 1 3.39 0.34 
Ec g4205a, G238S AATTTAAGTATAGAGGGG x 1.05 3.81 0.35 
Ec A42G, E104K GTTTCCTCTAAAGATTTC 0.44 3.42 0.46 
Ec A42G, E104K TTTTTCCTCCGCTCTGGT 0.47 2.81 0.47 
Ec A42G, E104K ATTAGATTTATTAATATG x 0.37 3.82 0.46 
Ec A42G, M182T AGAACTTGGTAACGGGGC 0.12 3.37 0.48 
Ec A42G, M182T TTGGGACCTCTTTGGGTA 0.12 3.48 0.48 
Ec A42G, M182T CGTACCCCTTGCTGGTGG x 0.12 2.78 0.51 
Ec A42G, G238S ATAGTTATTTTGGAACTA 4.2 2.47 0.46 
Ec A42G, G238S ACTACAGTAATAGTGCAT 4.58 2.26 0.47 
Ec A42G, G238S CAGCTGGTTGGTTCTCTA x 5.13 2.09 0.48 
Ec E104K, M182T GCTTCCTTTATTTGTTTA 0.21 3.34 0.47 
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Ec E104K, M182T GTGTGAGACGCAGTTTAG  0.21 3.44 0.47 
Ec E104K, M182T GCGAGATGATTAGAGAGA x 0.18 3.83 0.47 
Ec E104K, G238S TGTATTGGTTAACGTTAC  7.03 3.12 0.41 
Ec E104K, G238S GAGGGTGTGATTAGCAAT  7.05 2.68 0.41 
Ec E104K, G238S TAACGCGAGTCGTAATCT x 9.26 2.51 0.42 
Ec M182T, G238S TATCCGTCCTCGGCAGAG  2.7 3.01 0.5 
Ec M182T, G238S TCCCTAGCATGGATTGGC  2.74 3 0.5 
Ec M182T, G238S GATCCGATGATAGTAGTT x 2.69 2.63 0.49 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
E104K ATAAATATGTGGTCCCTG  0.62 2.93 0.45 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
E104K CACCATCCTACAACTAAA  0.65 2.85 0.45 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
E104K AATCATTCAAATCGAAGA x 0.58 3.42 0.44 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
M182T TTAACACATGGTATTTAC  0.14 2.91 0.48 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
M182T TTGTTTATTTACCGGACT  0.14 3.55 0.49 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
M182T AAAGTTTGAGGAATAACG x 0.13 3.74 0.47 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
G238S ACAGGAGACGGTATCTTT  6.78 2.49 0.44 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
G238S TTGAAATGCTTTCGGTTA  6.46 2.66 0.44 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
G238S AAGTGTTCGCATTGCAAG x 7.03 2.42 0.44 

Ec g4205a, E104K, 
M182T GCGTCCTCGAGTCTTTAC  0.27 2.95 0.47 

Ec g4205a, E104K, 
M182T TTTGGACCACTTTTCTGT  0.27 3.14 0.46 

Ec g4205a, E104K, 
M182T AGTCGTGTGGGGGCCTAC x 0.29 2.59 0.48 

Ec g4205a, E104K, 
G238S AACGGTTGGACCGAGCGG  6.69 2.12 0.35 

Ec g4205a, E104K, 
G238S TTGCGGAAGTGGTCGTGG  6.24 2.23 0.35 

Ec g4205a, E104K, 
G238S CCATTTGATTTTAAGCTC x 6.31 2.46 0.33 

Ec g4205a, M182T, 
G238S TTTGTTGCTCTTTCGATG  4.42 2.01 0.5 

Ec g4205a, M182T, 
G238S AACCTAATTCTTAACGGA  4.85 2.46 0.5 

Ec g4205a, M182T, 
G238S TCCGGTACGATTACAACG x 5.27 2.39 0.53 

Ec A42G, E104K, 
M182T TTGCATAGTTTCATAATA  0.38 3.52 0.47 
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Ec A42G, E104K, 
M182T GCAGTATGCGGAAAAGCT  0.39 3.04 0.48 

Ec A42G, E104K, 
M182T GTGCGAAAGCATTACACT x 0.46 3.21 0.5 

Ec A42G, E104K, 
G238S TCCACGTACATAAATGTT  32.15 2.07 0.46 

Ec A42G, E104K, 
G238S ACTGCTTAGCAGTTTGTC  33.65 2.22 0.46 

Ec A42G, E104K, 
G238S AGCATGCTCTGCCGAGAA x 58.76 3.24 0.45 

Ec A42G, M182T, 
G238S GGCAGGTGAATCTACCAG  5.39 2.29 0.49 

Ec A42G, M182T, 
G238S TTTGTGTAGGTACTATCC  4.8 2.47 0.48 

Ec A42G, M182T, 
G238S TTTAGCCCCATCACTAAC x 6.21 2.55 0.51 

Ec E104K, M182T, 
G238S CAATATACTCTGTACTAA  34.19 1.82 0.47 

Ec E104K, M182T, 
G238S CATCTAATTTATTGGGTA  35.52 1.75 0.47 

Ec E104K, M182T, 
G238S TAGTGCTTGTTCAGGGGT x 31 1.8 0.48 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T GCATCGCTCTCATGGGTA  0.6 2.65 0.48 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T GAGAGGCTAAGGTGAAAC  0.55 2.76 0.48 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T CATAGTCACCGGCTAGAT x 0.67 3.22 0.49 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, G238S TATTTGAGTTATTAGTTC  45.24 2.41 0.41 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, G238S AGTGCAGGTTTAAATACT  47.43 2.34 0.41 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, G238S ACGTAAAGTAAGACTTCA x 53.16 2.07 0.41 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
M182T, G238S TTAGCTTGGTTTCTGTCT  8.8 2.37 0.49 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
M182T, G238S TAGCATCGGGTCAGGGCG  8.62 2.34 0.49 

Ec g4205a, A42G, 
M182T, G238S GATAGGGTATATTGGCAC x 7.71 2.42 0.49 

Ec g4205a, E104K, 
M182T, G238S ATATTTTACCGTCTTAAA  167.29 2.35 0.48 

Ec g4205a, E104K, 
M182T, G238S GTAGTAGGTGTCTCAGAC  203.43 2.58 0.48 

Ec g4205a, E104K, 
M182T, G238S GCCGCGGCGTGTGTGGTT x 96.01 1.47 0.48 
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Ec A42G, E104K, 
M182T, G238S GAAAACATACGGCGTGGT  66.33 1.36 0.48 

Ec A42G, E104K, 
M182T, G238S AGTCATGGCATTATGAAA  63.07 1.7 0.47 

Ec A42G, E104K, 
M182T, G238S ACGAACTTTGCTTTCTTT x 107.15 1.45 0.5 

Ec 
g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T, 
G238S 

TGAAGCACGTAAACTATC  528.76 1.56 0.48 

Ec 
g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T, 
G238S 

TTGGTTGCACCAGACATT  2012.02 0.72 0.48 

Ec 
g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T, 
G238S 

CTGTTTTTGAACTTGAAG x 205.94 1.54 0.48 

Kp Wild-type TEM-1 GATGGCCTTTTGCCGGTT  0.04 5.44 0.56 
Kp Wild-type TEM-1 ATTCGTAAACTTCTGGTT  0.04 7.15 0.56 
Kp Wild-type TEM-1 GAGTCGTGCATTGAGTTC x 0.04 6.54 0.56 
Kp g4205a TTGAGTCCCGAGGGTGGT  0.04 7.06 0.55 
Kp g4205a TACTTTTAAACTATAAGA  0.04 27.18 0.52 
Kp g4205a GTATTAGTTTTACTTTAG x 0.04 6.75 0.52 
Kp A42G GTAGCCATTTACTTCTGT  0.04 7.86 0.51 
Kp A42G TTCGCATTATATTCCGTC  0.04 6.24 0.53 
Kp A42G CAGTGAGTCAGATATCTT x 0.04 8.07 0.54 
Kp E104K TTGGCGCCTTCTCTTCTG  0.08 5.91 0.55 
Kp E104K GGAGCAGTAGAGGTGGTA  0.07 5.87 0.57 
Kp E104K ATAAAGGATGTGACTGTA x 0.08 5.44 0.54 
Kp M182T CCTAGCAGCTCGTAAGAG  0.04 7.44 0.55 
Kp M182T TGTGATTTACACACGTCC  0.04 7.16 0.56 
Kp M182T TCCAAAGGGTGGCACGAG x 0.03 7.41 0.51 
Kp G238S ACTGCGTTTTAATATTTT  0.4 4.5 0.55 
Kp G238S CCAACTGTAAGCCTATTT  0.41 4.66 0.55 
Kp G238S CAGGGTCATACGAGCTTC x 0.56 3.55 0.62 
Kp g4205a, A42G CTCATTTTAGACTTCGTT  0.05 5.65 0.54 
Kp g4205a, A42G CATTCATATTAAAGTTTG  0.05 7.4 0.53 
Kp g4205a, A42G CAGGTTTTAGCATATGCC x 0.05 6.49 0.55 
Kp g4205a, E104K CGACAACGTATCAAGCTC  0.11 5.95 0.54 
Kp g4205a, E104K TCCGACCATTAAGGGTTA  0.11 6.13 0.55 
Kp g4205a, E104K GCTGGTCCGATCAGATAT x 0.11 5.81 0.54 
Kp g4205a, M182T AATGTGCGTTAATAGATT  0.04 11.85 0.52 
Kp g4205a, M182T TATCATAGTGAGTTCCAT  0.04 6.88 0.54 
Kp g4205a, M182T AGGGATCTGGAGTAGGTC x 0.05 5.81 0.64 
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Kp g4205a, G238S ATAAGGTTTGTTTCCCTG  0.38 3.68 0.48 
Kp g4205a, G238S TAGGTTAATTCTCGGTGA  0.38 4.2 0.48 
Kp g4205a, G238S AATTTAAGTATAGAGGGG x 0.38 4.76 0.5 
Kp A42G, E104K GTTTCCTCTAAAGATTTC  0.24 4.01 0.68 
Kp A42G, E104K TTTTTCCTCCGCTCTGGT  0.21 6.22 0.58 
Kp A42G, E104K ATTAGATTTATTAATATG x 0.14 5.18 0.53 
Kp A42G, M182T CGTACCCCTTGCTGGTGG  0.04 6.82 0.57 
Kp A42G, M182T TTGGGACCTCTTTGGGTA  0.04 6.13 0.54 
Kp A42G, M182T AGAACTTGGTAACGGGGC x 0.04 8.1 0.53 
Kp A42G, G238S ATAGTTATTTTGGAACTA  1.79 3.21 0.55 
Kp A42G, G238S ACTACAGTAATAGTGCAT  2.18 2.14 0.54 
Kp A42G, G238S CAGCTGGTTGGTTCTCTA x 1.95 5.41 0.54 
Kp E104K, M182T GCTTCCTTTATTTGTTTA  0.08 4.26 0.56 
Kp E104K, M182T GTGTGAGACGCAGTTTAG  0.07 6.52 0.53 
Kp E104K, M182T GCGAGATGATTAGAGAGA x 0.06 6.44 0.54 
Kp E104K, G238S TGTATTGGTTAACGTTAC  2.93 3.18 0.54 
Kp E104K, G238S TAACGCGAGTCGTAATCT  2.72 4.06 0.55 
Kp E104K, G238S GAGGGTGTGATTAGCAAT x 3.15 3.72 0.52 
Kp M182T, G238S GATCCGATGATAGTAGTT  1.17 4.21 0.55 
Kp M182T, G238S TATCCGTCCTCGGCAGAG  1.23 4.18 0.56 
Kp M182T, G238S TCCCTAGCATGGATTGGC x 1.31 4.56 0.55 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
E104K ATAAATATGTGGTCCCTG  0.28 5.68 0.53 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
E104K AATCATTCAAATCGAAGA  0.27 9.95 0.53 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
E104K CACCATCCTACAACTAAA x 0.31 5.19 0.54 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
M182T TTAACACATGGTATTTAC  0.05 7.55 0.54 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
M182T AAAGTTTGAGGAATAACG  0.04 7.42 0.54 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
M182T TTGTTTATTTACCGGACT x 0.06 2.98 0.74 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
G238S ACAGGAGACGGTATCTTT  2.95 3.71 0.55 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
G238S TTGAAATGCTTTCGGTTA  2.84 4.33 0.55 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
G238S AAGTGTTCGCATTGCAAG x 2.77 6.3 0.51 

Kp g4205a, E104K, 
M182T GCGTCCTCGAGTCTTTAC  0.11 5.9 0.54 

Kp g4205a, E104K, 
M182T TTTGGACCACTTTTCTGT  0.1 5.58 0.53 

Kp g4205a, E104K, 
M182T AGTCGTGTGGGGGCCTAC x 0.12 6.29 0.54 
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Kp g4205a, E104K, 
G238S AACGGTTGGACCGAGCGG  3.44 4.11 0.52 

Kp g4205a, E104K, 
G238S TTGCGGAAGTGGTCGTGG  3.4 4.48 0.58 

Kp g4205a, E104K, 
G238S CCATTTGATTTTAAGCTC x 2.33 4.63 0.49 

Kp g4205a, M182T, 
G238S TTTGTTGCTCTTTCGATG  2.01 3.27 0.54 

Kp g4205a, M182T, 
G238S AACCTAATTCTTAACGGA  2.05 3.46 0.55 

Kp g4205a, M182T, 
G238S TCCGGTACGATTACAACG x 2.41 3.51 0.55 

Kp A42G, E104K, 
M182T TTGCATAGTTTCATAATA  0.15 5.46 0.55 

Kp A42G, E104K, 
M182T GCAGTATGCGGAAAAGCT  0.16 5.34 0.53 

Kp A42G, E104K, 
M182T GTGCGAAAGCATTACACT x 0.16 4.34 0.5 

Kp A42G, E104K, 
G238S TCCACGTACATAAATGTT  11.03 3.49 0.55 

Kp A42G, E104K, 
G238S ACTGCTTAGCAGTTTGTC  11.42 3.33 0.54 

Kp A42G, E104K, 
G238S AGCATGCTCTGCCGAGAA x 11.9 3.27 0.55 

Kp A42G, M182T, 
G238S GGCAGGTGAATCTACCAG  2.32 4.14 0.56 

Kp A42G, M182T, 
G238S TTTAGCCCCATCACTAAC  2.37 3.25 0.54 

Kp A42G, M182T, 
G238S TTTGTGTAGGTACTATCC x 2.1 3.07 0.53 

Kp E104K, M182T, 
G238S CAATATACTCTGTACTAA  13 3.02 0.55 

Kp E104K, M182T, 
G238S TAGTGCTTGTTCAGGGGT  12.1 3.26 0.57 

Kp E104K, M182T, 
G238S CATCTAATTTATTGGGTA x 13.44 3.03 0.5 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T CATAGTCACCGGCTAGAT  0.26 5.53 0.55 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T GAGAGGCTAAGGTGAAAC  0.25 4.93 0.53 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T GCATCGCTCTCATGGGTA x 0.24 5.31 0.53 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, G238S TATTTGAGTTATTAGTTC  17.35 2.8 0.53 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, G238S AGTGCAGGTTTAAATACT  15.66 3.22 0.54 
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Kp g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, G238S ACGTAAAGTAAGACTTCA x 15.98 3.21 0.52 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
M182T, G238S TTAGCTTGGTTTCTGTCT  4.18 3.38 0.54 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
M182T, G238S GATAGGGTATATTGGCAC  3.33 4.53 0.54 

Kp g4205a, A42G, 
M182T, G238S TAGCATCGGGTCAGGGCG x 3.39 4.14 0.49 

Kp g4205a, E104K, 
M182T, G238S ATATTTTACCGTCTTAAA  128.31 1.21 0.52 

Kp g4205a, E104K, 
M182T, G238S GCCGCGGCGTGTGTGGTT  93.22 0.73 0.56 

Kp g4205a, E104K, 
M182T, G238S GTAGTAGGTGTCTCAGAC x 211.57 2.62 0.52 

Kp A42G, E104K, 
M182T, G238S ACGAACTTTGCTTTCTTT  16.06 2.85 0.53 

Kp A42G, E104K, 
M182T, G238S GAAAACATACGGCGTGGT  15.91 3.08 0.54 

Kp A42G, E104K, 
M182T, G238S AGTCATGGCATTATGAAA x 22.86 2.82 0.53 

Kp 
g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T, 
G238S 

TGAAGCACGTAAACTATC  220.64 2.1 0.53 

Kp 
g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T, 
G238S 

TTGGTTGCACCAGACATT  159.87 6.58 0.54 

Kp 
g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T, 
G238S 

CTGTTTTTGAACTTGAAG x 13503.68 0.42 0.55 

Se Wild-type TEM-1 ATTCGTAAACTTCTGGTT  0.09 5.47 0.49 
Se Wild-type TEM-1 GAGTCGTGCATTGAGTTC  0.09 6.25 0.47 
Se Wild-type TEM-1 GATGGCCTTTTGCCGGTT x 0.1 4.79 0.48 
Se g4205a GTATTAGTTTTACTTTAG  0.12 4.03 0.49 
Se g4205a TTGAGTCCCGAGGGTGGT  0.12 3.83 0.49 
Se g4205a TACTTTTAAACTATAAGA x 0.12 4.02 0.47 
Se A42G CAGTGAGTCAGATATCTT  0.12 4.11 0.49 
Se A42G GTAGCCATTTACTTCTGT  0.11 4.62 0.49 
Se A42G TTCGCATTATATTCCGTC x 0.1 6.09 0.46 
Se E104K TTGGCGCCTTCTCTTCTG  0.34 3.49 0.49 
Se E104K GGAGCAGTAGAGGTGGTA  0.3 3.86 0.49 
Se E104K ATAAAGGATGTGACTGTA x 0.32 4.82 0.46 
Se M182T TCCAAAGGGTGGCACGAG  0.09 5.47 0.49 
Se M182T TGTGATTTACACACGTCC  0.1 5.14 0.49 
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Se M182T CCTAGCAGCTCGTAAGAG x 0.1 5.02 0.48 
Se G238S CCAACTGTAAGCCTATTT  1.77 4.84 0.45 
Se G238S CAGGGTCATACGAGCTTC  1.87 5.62 0.46 
Se G238S ACTGCGTTTTAATATTTT x 1.62 3.74 0.55 
Se g4205a, A42G CATTCATATTAAAGTTTG  0.16 3.56 0.47 
Se g4205a, A42G CAGGTTTTAGCATATGCC  0.16 3.01 0.52 
Se g4205a, A42G CTCATTTTAGACTTCGTT x 0.16 2.8 0.47 
Se g4205a, E104K CGACAACGTATCAAGCTC  0.52 4.25 0.48 
Se g4205a, E104K TCCGACCATTAAGGGTTA  0.5 4.3 0.48 
Se g4205a, E104K GCTGGTCCGATCAGATAT x 0.47 3.44 0.47 
Se g4205a, M182T AGGGATCTGGAGTAGGTC  0.11 4.92 0.45 
Se g4205a, M182T AATGTGCGTTAATAGATT  0.11 5.29 0.48 
Se g4205a, M182T TATCATAGTGAGTTCCAT x 0.13 3.19 0.5 
Se g4205a, G238S ATAAGGTTTGTTTCCCTG  1.64 4.28 0.41 
Se g4205a, G238S AATTTAAGTATAGAGGGG  1.73 5.51 0.4 
Se g4205a, G238S TAGGTTAATTCTCGGTGA x 1.63 3.84 0.4 
Se A42G, E104K GTTTCCTCTAAAGATTTC  0.81 3.8 0.48 
Se A42G, E104K TTTTTCCTCCGCTCTGGT  0.88 3.65 0.48 
Se A42G, E104K ATTAGATTTATTAATATG x 0.68 3.97 0.47 
Se A42G, M182T AGAACTTGGTAACGGGGC  0.1 5.39 0.49 
Se A42G, M182T TTGGGACCTCTTTGGGTA  0.1 5.3 0.5 
Se A42G, M182T CGTACCCCTTGCTGGTGG x 0.11 3.54 0.48 
Se A42G, G238S CAGCTGGTTGGTTCTCTA  13.9 1.69 0.48 
Se A42G, G238S ATAGTTATTTTGGAACTA  12.55 1.88 0.51 
Se A42G, G238S ACTACAGTAATAGTGCAT x 14.91 1.82 0.53 
Se E104K, M182T GCGAGATGATTAGAGAGA  0.26 3.85 0.48 
Se E104K, M182T GTGTGAGACGCAGTTTAG  0.36 3.12 0.49 
Se E104K, M182T GCTTCCTTTATTTGTTTA x 0.29 4.03 0.56 
Se E104K, G238S TAACGCGAGTCGTAATCT  14.37 1.69 0.49 
Se E104K, G238S GAGGGTGTGATTAGCAAT  14.11 1.7 0.48 
Se E104K, G238S TGTATTGGTTAACGTTAC x 15.92 1.63 0.54 
Se M182T, G238S TATCCGTCCTCGGCAGAG  7.25 1.98 0.49 
Se M182T, G238S TCCCTAGCATGGATTGGC  8.39 1.92 0.49 
Se M182T, G238S GATCCGATGATAGTAGTT x 7.93 1.58 0.51 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
E104K ATAAATATGTGGTCCCTG  1.28 3.24 0.49 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
E104K CACCATCCTACAACTAAA  1.45 3.07 0.48 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
E104K AATCATTCAAATCGAAGA x 1.37 3.31 0.45 
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Se g4205a, A42G, 
M182T TTAACACATGGTATTTAC  0.13 3.77 0.46 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
M182T AAAGTTTGAGGAATAACG  0.12 4.31 0.47 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
M182T TTGTTTATTTACCGGACT x 0.16 3.22 0.47 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
G238S ACAGGAGACGGTATCTTT  18.25 1.96 0.48 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
G238S TTGAAATGCTTTCGGTTA  16.28 2.18 0.47 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
G238S AAGTGTTCGCATTGCAAG x 16.88 2.05 0.46 

Se g4205a, E104K, 
M182T GCGTCCTCGAGTCTTTAC  0.5 4.3 0.47 

Se g4205a, E104K, 
M182T TTTGGACCACTTTTCTGT  0.52 3.85 0.47 

Se g4205a, E104K, 
M182T AGTCGTGTGGGGGCCTAC x 0.59 4.19 0.49 

Se g4205a, E104K, 
G238S AACGGTTGGACCGAGCGG  12.12 2.1 0.42 

Se g4205a, E104K, 
G238S TTGCGGAAGTGGTCGTGG  12.44 2.21 0.42 

Se g4205a, E104K, 
G238S CCATTTGATTTTAAGCTC x 12.71 2.35 0.41 

Se g4205a, M182T, 
G238S TTTGTTGCTCTTTCGATG  13 1.83 0.48 

Se g4205a, M182T, 
G238S AACCTAATTCTTAACGGA  11.92 2.25 0.47 

Se g4205a, M182T, 
G238S TCCGGTACGATTACAACG x 14.89 1.91 0.47 

Se A42G, E104K, 
M182T TTGCATAGTTTCATAATA  0.74 3.42 0.47 

Se A42G, E104K, 
M182T GCAGTATGCGGAAAAGCT  0.75 3.31 0.48 

Se A42G, E104K, 
M182T GTGCGAAAGCATTACACT x 0.73 3.7 0.54 

Se A42G, E104K, 
G238S AGCATGCTCTGCCGAGAA  77.61 2.26 0.47 

Se A42G, E104K, 
G238S ACTGCTTAGCAGTTTGTC  75.2 2.11 0.48 

Se A42G, E104K, 
G238S TCCACGTACATAAATGTT x 67.54 2.18 0.49 

Se A42G, M182T, 
G238S GGCAGGTGAATCTACCAG  17 1.74 0.46 

Se A42G, M182T, 
G238S TTTAGCCCCATCACTAAC  16.99 2.03 0.47 

Se A42G, M182T, 
G238S TTTGTGTAGGTACTATCC x 13.99 1.96 0.47 

Se E104K, M182T, 
G238S CAATATACTCTGTACTAA  81.03 2.19 0.48 
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Se E104K, M182T, 
G238S TAGTGCTTGTTCAGGGGT 80.42 2 0.48 

Se E104K, M182T, 
G238S CATCTAATTTATTGGGTA x 84.48 2.06 0.47 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T GCATCGCTCTCATGGGTA 1.27 3.43 0.48 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T GAGAGGCTAAGGTGAAAC 1.13 3.33 0.48 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T CATAGTCACCGGCTAGAT x 1.42 2.79 0.47 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, G238S ACGTAAAGTAAGACTTCA 86.27 2.31 0.46 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, G238S AGTGCAGGTTTAAATACT 82.6 2.47 0.45 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, G238S TATTTGAGTTATTAGTTC x 99.11 1.82 0.45 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
M182T, G238S TTAGCTTGGTTTCTGTCT 26.49 2.16 0.47 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
M182T, G238S GATAGGGTATATTGGCAC 23.65 1.91 0.46 

Se g4205a, A42G, 
M182T, G238S TAGCATCGGGTCAGGGCG x 27.5 1.66 0.52 

Se g4205a, E104K, 
M182T, G238S GCCGCGGCGTGTGTGGTT 149.32 2.01 0.49 

Se g4205a, E104K, 
M182T, G238S GTAGTAGGTGTCTCAGAC 167.72 3.91 0.48 

Se g4205a, E104K, 
M182T, G238S ATATTTTACCGTCTTAAA x 164.9 2.96 0.45 

Se A42G, E104K, 
M182T, G238S GAAAACATACGGCGTGGT 106.57 2.25 0.48 

Se A42G, E104K, 
M182T, G238S AGTCATGGCATTATGAAA 136.69 2.39 0.47 

Se A42G, E104K, 
M182T, G238S ACGAACTTTGCTTTCTTT x 27179.24 0.03 0.83 

Se 
g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T, 
G238S 

CTGTTTTTGAACTTGAAG 3009.24 0.81 0.48 

Se 
g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T, 
G238S 

TTGGTTGCACCAGACATT 1026 1.52 0.46 

Se 
g4205a, A42G, 
E104K, M182T, 
G238S 

TGAAGCACGTAAACTATC x 1162.37 1.42 0.49 

SI Table 10 : Specific datasets and parameters used in the evolutionary simulations. The same 
population size (1,000 individuals) was used in each treatment.730 

Olivia Kosterlitz
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Relevant figure Focal 
gene 

Focal 
host 

Transient 
host 

Time 
steps 

HGT 
middle 
period 

Mutation 
rate Replicates 

Figure 4a, Figure 4d, 
SI Figure 2-4 blaTEM Ec *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

Figure 4b, Figure 4d, 
SI Figure 2-4 blaTEM Ec Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

Figure 4c, Figure 4d, 
SI Figure 2-4 blaTEM Ec Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

Figure 4e, Figure 4h, 
SI Figure 2-4 blaTEM Kp *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

Figure 4f, Figure 4h, 
SI Figure 2-4 blaTEM Kp Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

Figure 4g, Figure 4h, 
SI Figure 2-4 blaTEM Kp Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

Figure 4i, Figure 4l, 
SI Figure 2-4 blaTEM Se *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

Figure 4j, Figure 4l, 
SI Figure 2-4 blaTEM Se Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

Figure 4k, Figure 4l, 
SI Figure 2-4 blaTEM Se Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec *None 60 *None 1 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec Kp 60 21-40 1 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec Se 60 21-40 1 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp *None 60 *None 1 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp Ec 60 21-40 1 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp Se 60 21-40 1 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se *None 60 *None 1 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se Ec 60 21-40 1 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se Kp 60 21-40 1 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec *None 60 *None 5 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp *None 60 *None 5 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se *None 60 *None 5 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-6 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec *None 60 *None 1 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec Kp 60 21-40 1 x 10-5 1000 
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SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec Se 60 21-40 1 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp *None 60 *None 1 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp Ec 60 21-40 1 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp Se 60 21-40 1 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se *None 60 *None 1 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se Ec 60 21-40 1 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se Kp 60 21-40 1 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec *None 60 *None 1 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec Kp 60 21-40 1 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec Se 60 21-40 1 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp *None 60 *None 1 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp Ec 60 21-40 1 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp Se 60 21-40 1 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se *None 60 *None 1 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se Ec 60 21-40 1 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se Kp 60 21-40 1 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec *None 60 *None 5 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2a blaTEM Ec Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp *None 60 *None 5 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2b blaTEM Kp Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se *None 60 *None 5 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 2c blaTEM Se Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-4 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec *None 30 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec Kp 30 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec Se 30 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp *None 30 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp Ec 30 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp Se 30 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se *None 30 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se Ec 30 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se Kp 30 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec *None 45 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec Kp 45 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec Se 45 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp *None 45 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp Ec 45 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 
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SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp Se 45 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se *None 45 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se Ec 45 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se Kp 45 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec *None 75 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec Kp 75 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec Se 75 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp *None 75 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp Ec 75 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp Se 75 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se *None 75 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se Ec 75 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se Kp 75 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec *None 90 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec Kp 90 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3a blaTEM Ec Se 90 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp *None 90 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp Ec 90 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3b blaTEM Kp Se 90 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se *None 90 *None 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se Ec 90 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 3c blaTEM Se Kp 90 21-40 5 x 10-5 1000 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 100 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 100 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 100 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 100 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 100 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 100 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 100 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 100 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 100 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 500 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 500 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 500 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 500 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 500 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 500 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 500 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 500 
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SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 500 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 5000 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 5000 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 5000 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 5000 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 5000 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 5000 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 5000 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 5000 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 5000 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 10000 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 10000 

SI Figure 4a blaTEM Ec Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 10000 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 10000 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 10000 

SI Figure 4b blaTEM Kp Se 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 10000 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se *None 60 *None 5 x 10-5 10000 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se Ec 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 10000 

SI Figure 4c blaTEM Se Kp 60 21-40 5 x 10-5 10000 
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